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Background. GP referrals to secondary care are an important factor in the cost of running the NHS. The known variation in referral rates between doctors has the potential to cause tension within primary care which will be exacerbated by the latest reorganization of primary care and the trend towards capitation-based budgets. The importance of postgraduate learning for GPs has been recognized; continuing professional development is moving towards self-directed practice-based learning programmes. Educational interventions have been shown to alter doctors' prescribing behaviour. This, together with the pressure on accounting for referral activity, makes the prospect of improving, and possibly reducing, referral activity through educational interventions very attractive.

Objectives. This study complemented a randomized controlled trial (RCT) which investigated whether an intervention of the type which had reduced prescribing costs would have a similar effect on referral activity.

Methods. The context of the study, description of the characteristics of the practice and the issues seen as important by the doctors and practice manager were identified through preliminary semi-structured interviews. The practice then held a series of educational in-practice meetings to discuss referrals and issues arising from referrals. The audio- and videotaped transcripts were interpreted using content and group dynamic analysis. Participants commented upon our preliminary findings. In addition, we used dimensional analysis to induce a preliminary theory describing the effect of the intervention on this general practice which enabled us to review the findings of the parallel RCT. The educational value of the meetings and the learning needs of the participants were also assessed.

Results. Our complementary study showed no alteration of practice referral rates following the educational intervention. The qualitative study, unencumbered by the assumptions inherent in the development of the hypothesis tested in the RCT, highlighted the complexity of decision making in general practice and the likely impact of historical background and a variety of internal and external pressures on this self-directive educational intervention. The practice members described the individual and group learning needs identified as a result of the meetings.

Conclusion. The findings of this study raise important questions for developing practice-based learning. The outcomes of self-directive interventions in practices will be influenced by internal and external events both past and present. Such outcomes may be qualitative and difficult to measure. They are likely to differ from outcomes seen when interventions are applied to groups of doctors who are not all members of the same practice.
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Introduction

The decision on whether and when to refer a patient to hospital is a complex one,1,2 that varies between doctors3,4 and, in view of its complexity, is likely to vary for individual doctors at different times. Such variations represent a large impact on the costs to the NHS.5 The latest restructuring of primary care into Primary Care Organizations (PCOs) may generate stress and conflicts within and between practices.6 The additional trend towards capitation-based budgets7 has the potential to compound this as PCOs and the doctors within them struggle to define budgets and referrals policies.

As a contribution towards reducing such conflict, we sought to test an educational innovation designed to
reduce in-practice referral rates. It was based on a study showing that self-directive small group educational meetings held between doctors from different practices reduce the frequency and cost of prescribing by GPs8 and a pilot study indicating that such meetings might exert the same effect on doctors' referral rates when held in one practice.9 In addition, Davis10 has shown that peer discussion, rehearsal of communication skills and patient-centred approaches are effective educational strategies that can lead to a change in clinical behaviour. The current restructuring of continuing professional development for health professionals recognizes this and will focus in future on self-directed practice-based learning programmes.11

The formulation of a hypothesis to test in a randomized controlled trial (RCT) required several assumptions based on the previous work described above. We assumed firstly that referral and prescribing decisions share common influences that would respond to a previously proven intervention in similar ways and, secondly, that applying the intervention in a practice setting rather than in groups of doctors brought together for the purpose of the study would not alter the effect of the intervention.

The qualitative arm of the study was unencumbered by those assumptions necessary in the formulation of a hypothesis that could be tested in the RCT. It allowed scope for an in-depth focus on one practice with a detailed description of the intervention and its effect on the group as it appeared to us. The self-directive nature of the intervention allowed for the description of a range of natural outcomes related to the referral process that occurred in this practice at this point in its development, illuminating findings that would otherwise have remained hidden. In particular, it highlighted the complexity of practice dynamics and a number of issues related to the secondary care referral process that the rigid structure of the RCT would have been unable to accommodate.

Our aims were: (i) to conduct a qualitative study running parallel with an RCT to investigate the effect of in-practice meetings on referral practice rates; (ii) to conduct an in-depth review of the issues relating to the referrals process within the study practice; (iii) to describe the intervention and the outcomes of the intervention in the study practice; (iv) to compare the change in referral rate in the study practice before and after the referrals meetings with the RCT findings; (v) to induce a theory to explain the outcomes of the intervention as seen in the study practice; (vi) to describe the learning needs identified by participants as a result of the meetings; and (vii) to discuss the relevance of the intervention in the light of the move towards practice-based educational programmes.11

Methods

The study took place between July 1996 and April 1997.

Setting and subjects

Recruitment to this qualitative study took place in parallel with recruitment for the RCT and is described elsewhere.12 The practice chosen for the qualitative project was the one sited nearest to GR's place of work in order to facilitate her attendance at the practice meetings.

The practice was a four-partner practice that trained both GP registrars and medical students. The patient population (11 000) consisted of mainly social classes I, II and IIIa; the practice was not in receipt of deprivation payments. The practice was a second wave fundholder; at the time of the study, it had been a fundholding practice for 3 years.

Internal practice context

This practice recently had undergone a period of instability and uncertainty brought about by major personnel changes, with doctors variously leaving, joining and on long-term leave. The situation had stabilized in the months before the study; one practice member said she saw the referrals meetings as a good opportunity for the practice to 'regroup'. This practice had a complex system of practice meetings with clear areas of responsibility. Decision making appeared to us to be linked to three main factors: the structure and types of the various meetings; the communication between the senior practice members responsible for decision making (doctors and practice manager); and the ways in which decisions were made and carried out. Each senior practice member had differing views on the ways in which each of these factors operated; the 'reality' of the situation differed between them (Fig. 1).

External local health service context

At the time of the study, 85% of the GPs within the Health Authority in which the practice is sited were fundholding; this resulted in difficulties in ensuring co-ordinated long-term commissioning of hospital and community services in the local area. One large local district general hospital was in danger of closure. The next general election would be held within a year; the future of the fundholding system was uncertain and the nature of any new systems which might replace it were as yet unknown.

Design

The study design is detailed in Figures 2 and 3. Preliminary interviews 'sensitized' GR to the practice and allowed the doctors and manager to give their views on how the practice functioned. These views and GR's knowledge of the local and national NHS environment formed the basis of our interpretation of the social location of the practice in terms of its past history, current context and future plans, both as an organization in its own right and as part of the local and national NHS.
Referrals meetings
The intervention required the practice GPs and manager to hold a series of four self-directive Postgraduate Education Allowance (PGEA)-approved ‘referrals meetings’. The practice were asked to leave at least 1 week between each meeting. GR attended these meetings as a non-participant observer. The doctors were asked to bring copies of all the routine secondary care referrals they had made during the week before the meeting and discuss the referrals and any issues arising from them. The meetings differed from the usual meetings held in the practice which were well structured and specific; secondary care referrals had not been discussed prior to this project. Given that the GPs were used to working together as a group, we believe that the results emanating from the meetings reflect the subject matter rather than the effect of the group meeting together.

Preliminary analysis
GR and SW performed content and group dynamic analyses separately and compared findings after each meeting.

Content analysis. The factors relating to referral decision making discussed by the group were noted. The framework used was based on one devised by King et al. during a qualitative project looking at individual doctor’s decision-making processes. As the analysis progressed, we found additional factors emerging from the data. The framework therefore was expanded to allow these to be included. These additions were modified and refined inductively as the meetings progressed. The framework enabled us to code small (30 second) units of data to give a detailed description of the contents and interactive quality of the meetings. We then identified ‘kinds of interaction’ occurring in the meetings and categorized the units of data within five ‘kinds of interaction’ groups. After the analysis of the final meeting, all four meetings were re-analysed using the expanded framework.

Group dynamics. GR and SW wrote initial reports. We looked at how the group and the members within it behaved and interacted in each meeting. As with the content analysis, we did this separately and then compared our findings, leading to a consensus in interpretation.

Development of the preliminary theory
Our data collection, preliminary analysis and feedback meetings produced a large volume of data which illustrated different aspects of the practice and the impact of the referrals meetings. Different analytic techniques which we used to view the data from different perspectives had produced apparently contradictory results (see below). We used dimensional analysis to utilize the data to formulate a preliminary theory to explain the outcomes we had observed. Dimensional analysis is an analytic technique developed from grounded theory by Schatzmann. Using the technique requires the researchers to identify themes arising from the data and use them as ‘dimensions’ through which to view the data. Dimensions are abstract concepts that provide parameters for the purpose of describing the data. Examples in this practice were ‘views on good practice’, ‘development of clinical care’ and ‘communication and relationships’. The researchers jointly negotiated which dimension produced the most coherent and cogent picture of the impact of the intervention on the practice (the ‘best fit’). This dimension then became the key perspective from which the rest of the data was viewed and organized.
Practice feedback on the meetings and the preliminary analysis
The views of the participants on the meetings and the developing analysis were collected at several points in the study. This was done by means of participant diaries completed individually after each meeting, PGEA evaluation forms after the final meeting and a focus group 2 months later. At the focus group, the preliminary analysis was fed back to the practice for comments and discussion, and the learning needs identified through the evaluation forms were discussed.

Main outcome measures
(i) Description of the context of the study;
(ii) description of the in-practice meetings and the outcomes arising from them in the study practice;
(iii) description of the individual and group learning needs identified by the participants;
(iv) comparison of the impact of the referrals meetings on the practice referral rates with those found in the parallel RCT (see below);
(v) comparison of the assessment by the participants of the value of the meetings with those found in the parallel RCT (see below); and
(iv) a preliminary theory to explain the outcomes of the referrals meetings in this practice.

Comparison of quantitative outcomes with the RCT
Doctors’ evaluation of the value of the meetings. The doctors gave a mean evaluation score of 8.67 (maximum score 10: 0 = no value, 10 = great value). This compares with a mean evaluation score of 6.62 from the intervention group practices in the RCT.
Effect of the meetings on practice referral rates. The practice referral rate in the 16 weeks after the referrals meetings was 0.17 referrals/100 consultations more than in the 16 weeks before the meetings. This compares with a referral rate change of –0.08 seen in the intervention group in the RCT.

Results

Content analysis

The time spent by the group discussing factors from the original framework devised by King et al. and the five other ‘kinds of interaction’ groups we induced are shown in Figure 4. Well over half the time in each meeting was spent exchanging information on clinical and administrative issues. As the proportion of time spent on areas other than ‘exchange of information’ was so small, we have shown this using a logarithmic scale. We saw remarkable consistency in the use of the meeting time to share information. There was relatively little time spent discussing factors from the other categories; we thus felt unable to interpret this further.

Group analytic analysis

In contrast to the consistency found by content analysis, the group analytic analysis showed tremendous differences between the meetings as the intervention progressed. We felt that the ways in which the group interacted changed and developed. The following abbreviations are used below: P, participant; M, meeting number; page
followed by paragraph (of audiotape transcript), e.g. p:4:6 = page 4 paragraph 6; VC, video counter: time (minutes) from start of meeting on videotape; and FG, focus group to discuss initial analysis.

Meeting 1. In the first meeting, the group showed high anxiety about the idea of presenting cases, exposing their clinical behaviour to their peers and about challenging each others’ clinical decisions. SW was particularly struck by the tension evident within the group “(P1’s) explanation (also) had a ring of defensiveness about it” (SW analysis M1 p;3:4) “It seemed to me that the group members were indirectly voicing their own anxieties” (SW analysis M1 p;3:6) and wondered whether a series of ‘horror stories’ about awful things that had happened to patients reflected this. Tension was evident in the participants’ body language (VC 20.00–21.00, 26.00–28.00 and 35.00–36.00) and in the participant diaries:

Q: What was difficult about today’s meeting?
A: (P1): “Initial feelings that referrals might be thought unnecessary.”
(P2): “I . . . was aware of my high referral rate compared to others.”

Meeting 2. This was more relaxed (‘good co-operative atmosphere’; doctor participant diary). We noted that there was still anxiety in this meeting and related it to the first examples of constructive criticism of each other’s referral decisions. In this meeting, there was a move towards group cohesion: when one doctor became anxious, she was supported by two other doctors as evidenced by body language and verbal support “it’s always difficult with (ophthalmology) isn’t it”. We noted that this meeting was chaotic, with participants arriving late, leaving early and entering and leaving the meeting at intervals. We interpreted this as an unconscious fear of change (SW).

Meetings 3 and 4. In meetings 3 and 4, the group moved on to more mature and creative exchanges such as exploring the effect of involving patients in the referral decision-making process. The group also showed evidence of ‘individuation’15 as participants felt able to express their individuality in terms of their referral behaviour whilst remaining a cohesive group. Doctors showed openness and vulnerability together with a willingness to involve each other in discussions about the referral decision-making process. One doctor was open about his feelings of uncertainty (about the appropriateness of a referral) but made it clear that he wanted advice from the group before taking the next step (SW analysis).

Practice feedback meetings. The participants accepted the research team’s initial analysis although one doctor felt that whether or not the meetings were relaxed and open related more to how doctors felt on a particular day (than on the progression of the meetings).

Participants’ identification of individual and group learning needs. These fell into two main categories; information sharing and personal and group development.

(i) Information sharing. Participants’ valued the opportunity to share information and learn from each other in areas of both clinical expertise “having core time for clinical discussions is refreshing” (FG p1:11) and administrative information “I’m still learning about where (other doctors) send (patients) . . . I think (that) information . . . is useful”. They also recognized areas where they as a group lacked expertise and needed outside teaching, “at one of the meetings . . . everyone was uncertain about knees . . . we will get someone in to talk to us about (knee problems)” FG p6:5. They also wanted to learn more about the clinical outcomes of their referrals, “it’s more difficult to pick up the outcomes of the referral . . . some aspects of the outcome would be helpful . . . “.

(ii) Personal and team development. Several of the doctors commented on the value of small group work, “better work is done (in meetings like these)” (FG p5:6) and the self-reflective learning engendered during the meetings “it starts the process of you being more critical about your own criteria for referrals . . . ”. (FG p6:7). They also recognized the value of team support in difficult clinical decisions “it’s . . . supportive . . . to talk about cases and not always be working in isolation . . . ”. (FG p2:4).

Development of the preliminary theory
We identified the key dimension in this practice as ‘communication and relationships’. This arose as an issue during the preliminary interviews when it became apparent that for each of the participants the ‘reality’ of communication, relationships and decision making differed (Fig. 1). As the meetings progressed, the doctors explored their relationships and communication with each other and with their local specialist services. They also explored the ways in which specialists communicate and relate to each other and to GPs. Our choice of this as our ‘key dimension’ is supported by the enhanced openness and individuation seen within the group as the intervention progressed and in the fact that the content analysis (Fig. 4) showed that most of the time in each meeting was spent communicating and sharing information.

Discussion
This study only took place in one practice. Consequently we do not suggest that our findings can be generalized without further work in more practices. Our purpose in
describing this work is to illustrate several important issues that arose in conducting the study which, we believe, may be witnessed by others researching in the complex area of changing behaviour through self-directed learning.

The hypothesis tested in our complementary study was based on previous research. This had shown that small group work involving doctors from different practices using a self-directive educational intervention had a measurable effect on the quality and cost of GP prescribing. In this study, we tested the effect of a similar intervention on GP referral behaviour. Formulation of our hypothesis required two assumptions. The first of these was that prescribing and referral decisions share common influences and will share common responses to interventions. In this practice, however, the GPs showed very personal styles of referral behaviour that they carefully defended. The second assumption inherent in the hypothesis was that applying an educational intervention to practices rather than to groups of doctors from different practices brought together for the purpose of the meetings would not alter its impact. Given the findings of this study, we feel that this is very unlikely to be true. The participants from this practice were a long-standing and mature group; it would seem reasonable to assume that they would benefit from self-directed learning in the way that the previous research suggests, namely that such learning would generate some form of standardized behaviour or at least some demonstrable change in behaviour. What we found, however, was that the practice as a complex organization was influenced by shared internal and external factors both past and present. The practice was not just a collection of individuals; the group was more than the ‘sum of the parts’. It is reasonable to assume that each practice will be unique, with specific characteristics and issues. The self-directive nature of the intervention enabled the group to use the meetings to explore issues of concern to them. Jetten has shown that well-established groups who are confident in their group identity will tend to accept differences in group behaviour rather than negotiate a new group norm. The reasons behind the ‘negative’ findings of the complementary RCT can be summarized by the comments of one of the participants during a feedback session when he said “. . . we agreed to differ . . .”.

Despite the recognition by the participants that their rates of referral to hospitals were unlikely to change, the value of such small group learning, well known from previous work, was highlighted by the group. They saw the value of pooling information and expertise within their group and highlighted areas where they needed outside help to improve their knowledge. The value of a supportive protected environment in discussing difficult decisions made in professional isolation was also recognized.

We believe that this finding is important in terms of both establishing what information is needed for change and how change can be enforced. The notion that change simply requires the acquisition of new knowledge through peer-generated education would appear too simplistic, particularly when applied to well-established groups such as general practices. Andragogic educational principles that form the foundation of GP education provide empowerment to the learner not imposition of external controls. Thus the use of such techniques to generate change will always be problematic if the learner (or in this case the group) is resistant to that change.

We would suggest that our conclusion has important implications for the government’s new policy of practice-based professional education programmes and the expectations associated with such a development. The change generated by educational initiatives based in practices may lie in areas or forms different from those expected. In this instance, education had an impact in that the participants changed their understanding about referral practice and also modified their relationships with one another, but did not change their referral rates as measured in the RCT. In complex areas such as GP style, measurement of change may need to reflect a complex interaction of factors that are difficult to evaluate and quantify through the classic methodology of RCTs. The outcomes of such interventions are likely to be very valuable but difficult to measure and evaluate with currently available tools.
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